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INTRODUCTION: 
STARTING YOUR REAL ESTATE BUSINESS 
DOESN’T HAVE TO BE OVERWHELMING

Growing your business means understanding where you are and 
carefully planning your future.

Establishing and growing your real estate business can seem like a huge task—and it is. But that 
doesn’t mean it needs to be overwhelming. This eBook breaks it down into four steps you can use 
over and over again. As a new agent laying a strong foundation or a veteran ready to update their 
business, it all comes down to: 

• Finding your place in the market.
• Building your brand.
• Writing your business plan.
• Investing in the right tools.
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FIND YOUR PLACE IN THE MARKET1.
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Agents who establish themselves in a niche have more success than 
agents who jump at every lead they see, even those outside of their 

expertise. 

Picking a niche lets you focus your time on deepening your expertise, and in real estate, it’s the 
experts who earn the most money. In large part that’s because consumers today use the internet; 
they can learn the basics on their own. To be competitive you need to offer them the things they 
can’t find online: sound, personalized advice based on knowledgeable market analysis. 

Now that you’ve picked a slice of the market to focus on, you need to learn the lay of the land. Find 
out which local agents are successful in your niche by doing internet and in-person research. Nothing 
beats driving around your neighborhoods and noting down the names on the ‘for sale’ signs. Look 
those names up in MLS for more information and consider reaching out to them for advice. 

If you’re having trouble focusing in on specific pieces of the market, remember why you got into this 
business and what your favorite parts are. Identifying the pieces of the market you feel comfortable 
in or the kinds of clients you enjoy working with will help you narrow your options.



BUILD YOUR BRAND2.
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Anchor your brand around your core mission, online presence,  
and market niche.   

Brand building is about being consistent and authentic on a large scale. Select the most compelling 
pieces of your business and personality and hone your strategies for sharing them with the public. 

Why Are You in this Business? 

Write a short mission statement that explains what makes your approach to real estate different  
from your competitors. Start from a place of sincerity. Why are you in this business? What do you  
like about it? What do you do for clients that no one else does? Make sure your answers feel like  
true reflections of your business practices.

Build an Online Presence that’s Eye-Catching and Unique. 
In today’s market, this can’t be overstated: you need an online presence that resonates with 
consumers. This has three facets: your website, your social media presence, and your online 
communication: 

 • Your website should be bright, clear, and easy to use. Make sure it has  
                     the information a lead is looking for: your business history, your contact  
                     information, and what sets you apart. Remember that an amateur-looking  
                     website implies an amateur, unprofessional agent.
 
 • Social Media is all about building relationships. By posting useful content about  
                      your market and engaging people in the comments, you’ll build a reputation as  
                      a reliable, local source. Many agents misuse social media because they assume  
                      it’s for advertising their business. It’s not. It’s for advertising their personal brand.

 • Online communication is key for millennial buyers—a rapidly growing section of  
                      the market. They expect to reach professionals on Facebook, Twitter, and especially  
                      over email. Both your website and your social media accounts should be optimized  
                      for online conversations. Make it easy to connect with you and post content that 
                      encourages readers to respond.



Tip: Turn Your Mission Statement into Talking Points. 
Competition in the real estate business is fierce. It’s not enough to believe 
your mission statement; you have to be able to explain it well at the drop 
of a hat. Practice making your mission statement into a few bite-sized 
talking points to easily share what makes you different.
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How to Write Measurable Goals

An effective goal must be measurable. If it’s not clear when you’ve achieved a goal, that goal isn’t 
going to help you build your business. Walk through these questions to transform a vague goal into 
a business-friendly one. 

What do you want? 

 • Start Big: Sat you’re in your second year as a real estate agent. You closed a  
                     few deals last year and want to do better this year. 

 • Define the Adjectives: In this case, you need to decide what “better” means in  
                      terms of leads or income. Rewrite your vague goal with a specific number: “I will  
                      earn an additional $10,000 dollars,” or “I will close five more deals than last year.”

How will you get there?

 • Work Backwards from Your Goal: Let’s take the second goal: to close five more deals 
                      than last year. To close five extra deals, how many more serious leads do you need 
                      to bring in? To bring in that number of serious leads, how many phone calls do you 
                      need to make? Make sure you have concrete numbers for each of these questions.

How Will You Measure Your Progress?

 • Map Your Numbers onto a Calendar: Once you’ve figured out how many new leads 
                     you need to bring in this year, map out the weekly activities necessary to bring in  
                     those numbers. 

 • Be Serious About Check-Ins: Keep tabs on your weekly activities and whether or  
                      not you’re getting enough traction to reach your goal. If something about your  
                      strategy isn’t working, it’s better to know that early and change tactics. 



WRITE YOUR BUSINESS PLAN3.
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A comprehensive business plan combines your financial situation,  
your business assets and goals, and your brand identity into one 

cohesive resource.

Your business plan starts with an executive summary that lays out your mission and describes your 
business. 

Your description should include the services you provide, the markets you operate in, your 
achievements and awards to date, and your business resources such as work facilities, employees, 
and equipment. 

Your mission statement explains your short- and long-term business goals, your methods of customer 
service, and what sets you apart from your competition. Make sure this section explains how your 
brand and business assets help your customers. 

Next, Lay Out Your Financial Situation. 

Answer these three questions: 

 • What are your expenses? 
   - Licensing: training costs and state exam fees
   - Personal: wardrobe, technology fees, car fees.
   - Business: MLS and website fees, broker fees, marketing and advertising.
 • How much money do you need to make this year? 
 • How will you get to that number? 
                      for online conversations. Make it easy to connect with you and post content that 
                      encourages readers to respond.



Outline Your Lead-Nurturing Plan.

Lay out your weekly and monthly strategies for nurturing leads. Take note of any materials you’ll 
need to invest in—like handouts or a CRM—and make sure you’ve noted these as expenses. 

This is the place to break down the long-term goals you wrote earlier into action items and 
marketing strategies. What tasks do you have to complete every day, week, and month to  
reach these goals?  

Make Your Plan into a Resource. 

Compile all important documents related to your business and add them to the plan in an appendix. 
Since your business plan is a resource, it’s the ideal place to store master copies of important 
paperwork.
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Tips for Reassessing Your Business Plan 
 • Constantly assess the market. The market is always shifting, 
                     and if you want to deliver up-to-date advice to your clients  
                     you need to keep place with it. Read industry news and other 
                    statistical reports published throughout the year. 

 • Incorporate feedback from clients. Consider asking them to  
                    fill out a questionnaire during closing to get a sense of what
                    you’re doing well and where you need improvement.



 INVEST IN THE RIGHT TOOLS4.
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 • A website
 • A Cell Phone
 • A CRM

A website and a cell phone seem like no-brainers, buy their importance cannot be overstated. 
Since most leads will look you up online, your website is the first impression leads will have of you. 
Remember to avoid the common mistakes many agents make when designing their sites, like hiding 
their contact information and testimonials. 

A cell phone might also sound silly to mention—everyone has one today! But as an agent, you will 
be tied to your phone. If you limit your ‘responding to leads time’ just to the office, you’ll fall behind. 
Make sure you can integrate your email and your auto-dialer programs. Also, check if your brokerage 
or CRM has an app. The more of your business you can carry in your pocket, the easier it will be to 
capture new leads.  

New agents often avoid investing in a good CRM because it requires two things they generally lack: 
time and money. Get one and invest the time it takes to learn how to use it. For the first few months, 
tracking you leads on a whiteboard or in a spreadsheet might work, but once your business grows to 
even a modest size you’ll need a fully functional database. 

Besides that, a good CRM saves you time by automating activities. You should not be imputing 
contact information manually or individually sending mass emails! A good CRM is a business 
assistant, helping you keep track of entire deals and lead relationships. 

How ZipperAgent Helps:
These three tools rely on each other. That’s why ZipperAgent has bundled 
them together. Our CRM and websites are fully mobile-friendly, and we 
work with agents to design a website tailored to their needs. That’s also 
why we’ve put so much work into our CRM app. We know an agent needs 
these three tools working together to be truly high-producing. 



CONCLUSION
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Building your business is a matter of patient, dedicated work toward clear goals. Real estate 
businesses of every size benefit from regular, thorough reviews of their goals, business plans, and 
strategies. This eBook has laid out the foundations of such a review: focused analysis of your market 
niche and brand, a clear business plan, and the tools that fit your business. Best of luck building on 
this starting point!
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ZipperAgent

Like many startups, ZipperAgent began with a lot of coffee and a good idea. We are real estate 
professionals, engineers, and dreamers who want to make a difference. We understand the pain 
points and inefficiencies caused by scattered marketing and contact management softwares–and 
we’ve found a solution for real estate businesses of every size.

Sitting in Boston-area coffee shops, we designed and developed software that helps agents deliver 
outstanding customer service to their clients. We’re excited about everything our product can do, 
but we’re most proud that we’ve built the tools you need to grow your real estate business.

ABOUT US


